
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of data analytics manager. To join our growing team, please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for data analytics manager

Drive efficiency and rapid decision making by ensuring data and analytics are
easily discoverable, through the creation, cataloging and/or documentation
of core data assets and by identifying and reducing redundant analytics
programs across the enterprise where practical
Monitor consumption of company analytics assets and determine the
effectiveness of analytics programs, tools and recommend changes as
appropriate to improve or, as appropriate, sunset analytics activities
Provide assistance to business units seeking to implement analytics programs
and ensure those programs follow company best practices and standards
Provide ad hoc analysis for strategic decisions and business planning and
media request
Ability to thrive in the dynamic environment that comes with being part of an
innovative startup from its early days
Manage data warehouse plans across a product vertical
Understand the risk environment, audit methodology and audit plan
Provide front line support for audit teams in the planning and execution of
their audit activities
Responsibilities will include working with functional users, rapid prototyping
& developing key dashboards to track key KPI’s & Business metrics
Lead projects to drive simplification, digitization/automation and
standardization of technical processes and metrics across reporting and
analytics platforms
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Knowledge of SQL, including creating queries and manipulating large data
sets
At least 8 years of core DA experience, using core DA technologies like
Tableau, MicroStrategy, SQL, ACL, IDEA
Two years SQL experience, particularly in support of analytics and modeling
Strong analytical and technical skills, excellent verbal and written
communication skills
Strong familiarity with systems development, Business Intelligence, ERP
systems, Supply Chain Planning Systems
High comfort level in manipulating and querying large data sets


